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Introduction

One of the foundational lines of research in modern geometry has been the study of 3-manifold
topology; some relevant recent progress has been made primarily through teasing out differences
between different manifolds through appeal to their fundamental groups. For some examples, see
[35], [1], [33], and [22].
It is well known that fundamental groups of finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifolds are finitely presented, and that the fundamental groups of finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifolds are residually finite
(see [16]). Thus it seems like a natural line of inquiry to try to distinguish the fundamental groups
of finite-volume 3-manifolds by looking at their finite quotients, since finite quotients of fundamental groups correspond to finite-sheeted regular coverings, so that commensurability of 3-manifolds
coincides with commensurability of their fundamental groups.
Tying together all of the information about finite quotients of fundamental groups through an inverse limit leads us to the concept of the profinite completion of the group (see Definition 2.21), and
to profinite rigidity (see Definition 2.29); this thus follows in the path laid down by [20], [23], and
[34], among many others. In particular, Wilton and Zaleskii in [33, Thm 8.4] show that the profinite
completion of a geometric 3-manifold group determines its geometry, and further, in [34], they show
that the profinite completion of a 3-manifold group also determines the JSJ decomposition of the
manifold.
There are two natural notions of profinite rigidity: relative and absolute. Relative profinite rigidity
deals with whether within some family of groups, a given pair of distinct groups can be distinguished by their profinite completions, while absolute profinite rigidity is more general, dealing
with whether a given group is profinitely distinguishable from every other residually finite group.
(For more precise definitions, see Definition 2.29 later on.) Since it is a more powerful and general property, we might expect that there have been some attempts to construct a few 3-manifold
groups which are provably profinitely rigid in the absolute sense. In Bridson, McReynolds, Reid,
and Spitler’s breakthrough paper [4], the authors do just that, producing the only known examples
of absolutely profinitely rigid hyperbolic 3-manifold groups, through careful examination of certain
arithmetic lattices in PSL(2, C) ∼
= Isom+ (H3 ) and the employment of strong assumptions, though
thus far there are only finitely many known absolutely profinitely rigid 3-manifold groups, and very
little else is known about the absolute case. Accordingly, I have restricted my work to the realm of
relative profinite rigidity within the category of 3-manifold groups, since its study has more work
done for me to build on and more tools available for me to use. The powerful work of Agol in [1]
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and Wise in [35] in particular provided many tools for the study of finite covers of 3-manifolds,
opening up in turn the ability to make more progress on the study of profinite rigidity within the
realm of 3-manifold groups, and my work follows this side of the branch: my use of the non-Haken
assumption here comes from the foundational work of [6].
The study of finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifolds is a central area within 3-manifold topology:
among 3-manifolds, the possession of a hyperbolic structure is the “generic” case, as we see by
Thurston’s Hyperbolic Dehn Surgery Theorem in [31, Theorem 2.6] and which is explored in more
formal and precise detail by Maher in [15]. We recall further that the study of Dehn fillings is
fundamental to 3-manifold topology, and that the volumes of the Dehn fillings Mp/q - notation
which is defined later on in Definition 2.5 - of a hyperbolic 3-manifold M are strictly less than and
converge to vol(M ),1 by [7, Thurston’s Theorem]. Additionally, Mostow’s Rigidity Theorem, here
Theorem 2.9, says that geometric invariants of a complete and finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold
M , such as volume, are topological invariants, and thus give invariants of their fundamental groups.
Accordingly, we have even further reason to suspect that the study of finite-volume hyperbolic 3manifolds might be fruitful. Mostow rigidity implies that the fundamental groups π1 (Mp/q ) are
different, and it becomes a natural question whether the profinite completions of these groups are
also distinguishable. This is a question that I answer in the affirmative in cofinitely many cases.
It is an open question as to whether all finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold groups are absolutely
profinitely rigid, and furthermore, it is also currently unknown whether there exists some pair of
non-isometric hyperbolic manifolds that are not profinitely distinguishable. However, my work presented here has helped to further explore this line of inquiry by ruling out a class of possibilities.
In particular, we have the following theorem, proved in Section 5, with the precise definition of the
notation |χIC (Γ)| I use for character varieties in the theorem below found in Definition 2.17:
Theorem A. Let Γ be any finitely generated residually finite group with |χIC (Γ)| < ∞, and let M
be an oriented finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold with a single cusp. Then for hyperbolic Dehn
fillings with all but finitely many choices of surgery coefficient Mm/n with Λ = π1 (Mm/n ), we get
b 6∼
b
that Γ
= Λ.

Our journey takes us through representation theory, as well: it turns out to be easier to look
at the SL(2, k)-representations of 3-manifold groups over careful choices of field k rather than at
the groups themselves, and in turn at the character variety of a given representation rather than
at the representation itself. By a theorem of Culler and Shalen, [6, Proposition 1.5.2], which here
is Theorem 2.16, a point in the character variety of a 3-manifold group picks out an irreducible
representation up to conjugacy, and by a result of [6] - Theorem 2.19 here - the character variety of
a non-Haken 3-manifold group is in fact finite. I owe a debt of gratitude to Bridson, McReynolds,
Reid, and Spitler [4], who have used representation theory to think about profinite distinguishability
of specific 3-manifold groups in a different way.
The “special sauce” here is my use of model theory as described by Marker [18], employing a
Lefschetzian transfer principle rather than algebraic geometry. This framework ensures that I can
pass back and forth between SL(2, C) and SL(2, Fp )-representations as needed, which is crucial, as
both have desirable properties: SL(2, Fp ) is locally finite, which we find useful in controlling profinite
extensions of maps in both Corollary 2.27.1 and Lemma 5.9, but by contrast, representations into
SL(2, C) are both much better understood and more directly connected to more concrete geometric
applications. In particular, any finite-volume hyperbolic manifold corresponds naturally to a finitecovolume lattice within (P)SL(2, C), and this gives us a canonical representation.
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fact, the order type of the set of all volumes of Dehn fillings of all 3-manifolds is ω ω !
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While this thesis was in preparation, [12] appeared on the ArXiV, in which Liu proves a more
general version of Corollary 6.1.1 using sophisticated methods more closely hewing to orthodox
geometric group theory, and which as a consequence concerns itself purely with 3-manifold groups;
by contrast, my borrowing from model theory has the major advantages of being a more elementary
approach while permitting substantively more generality of hypothesis.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Hyperbolic Geometry and Dehn Surgery

For a very readable treatment of foundational concepts in 3-manifold topology, see Hatcher [9].
Definition 2.1. Let M be a 3-manifold, S a compact surface properly embedded in M . Suppose
there exists some disk D ⊆ M such that D ∩ S = ∂D, with the intersection being transverse. If ∂D
bounds no disk in S, then we call D a nontrivial compressing disk, and S is a compressible surface.
Otherwise, if S neither has a nontrivial compressing disk nor is an embedded 2-sphere, then S is
an incompressible surface.
Definition 2.2. Let M be a connected 3-manifold. We call M prime if there exist no 3-manifolds
N1 , N2 6∼
= M . We call M irreducible if every S 2 ⊆ M bounds a 3-ball.
= S 3 such that N1 #N2 ∼
Lemma 2.3. [19, Lemma 1] Let M be a prime 3-manifold. Then either M is irreducible or
M∼
= S2 × S1.
Definition 2.4. Let M be a compact, orientable, prime 3-manifold. Then we say that M is Haken
if it has at least one properly embedded two-sided incompressible surface; if it has none, we call it
non-Haken.
Synonymously, and perhaps more suggestively, Haken manifolds are also called sufficiently large,
because the surfaces from the definition are seams along which we can repeatedly cut the manifold,
getting simpler pieces each time - which are still Haken [10, Theorem 13.3] - until at last we have
a disjoint union of 3-balls. For example, consider the three-torus S 1 × S 1 × S 1 , which we may
think of as a solid cube [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] with opposite faces identified. Cutting along the torus
[0, 1] × [0, 1] × { 12 } yields a torus cross an interval, which we may think of as a slightly thickened
S 1 × S 1 , and then cutting along an incompressible annulus yields a solid torus S 1 × B 2 . Finally,
cutting along a disk yields a 3-ball.
This then permits us to prove complex statements about an entire class of 3 manifolds by induction
on the length of the Haken hierarchy: we show that a property holds of the 3-ball, and then that
the property is preserved through gluing along an incompressible surface.
∼ S 1 × S 1 , with
Definition 2.5. Let M be a 3-manifold such that ∂M consists of a single torus T =
p
H1 (∂T ) generated by choices of longitude l and meridian m. For q ∈ Q ∪ ∞, the Dehn filling of M
′
along T with slope pq is given by M ∪ Tp/q
, for T ′ a solid torus T ′ ∼
= B 2 × S 1 , where the union is
′
a gluing along T such that the meridian of T maps to a corresponding curve in ∂T homotopic to
q · [m] + p · [l]. We denote the resulting manifold by Mp/q .
Definition 2.6. Let M be an orientable finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, and let T1 , · · · , Tn be
its boundary components on truncating each cusp. Then for pq11 , pq22 , · · · , pqnn ∈ Q ∪ ∞, the hyperbolic
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Dehn surgery with slopes ( pq11 , pq22 , · · · , pqnn ) is given by gluing in n solid tori, one for each component
of the boundary, where gluing are given by mapping the meridian of each Ti′ to the curve qi [li ]+pi [mi ]
of Ti .
Theorem 2.7. (Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem) [31, Theorem 2.6] Let M be a hyperbolic 3-manifold with n cusps, and let M (p1 /q1 , p2 /q2 , · · · pn /qn ) be the manifold obtained through
applying a hyperbolic Dehn filling to each of the n cusps with slopes pi /qi . Then if each of the pi /qi
differs from finitely many exceptional slopes, M (p1 /q1 , p2 /q2 , · · · pn /qn ) is also hyperbolic.
Definition 2.8. Let M be a connected Riemannian manifold. We say that M is a hyperbolic
3-manifold if it is complete and everywhere locally isometric to the hyperbolic 3-space H3 .
Remark. Many knot complements S 3 \K have hyperbolic structure; a notable family of exceptions
is the set of torus knots. For example, the figure-eight knot has a complement with hyperbolic
structure; on the other hand, the trefoil knot does not.
Here, we present the statement of Mostow-Prasad rigidity in its most relevant form and case,
with citation for source.
Theorem 2.9. (Mostow’s rigidity theorem for 3-manifolds) [17, Theorem 8.3] Let M, N be finitevolume hyperbolic 3-manifolds. If π1 (M ) is isomorphic to π1 (N ), then M is isometric to N .
The following results and explanation on geometric topology of hyperbolic 3-manifolds are
adapted from Benedetti and Petronio’s work in [21], and have been altered to special cases; the
results in the original text are more general.
Definition 2.10. Let G be a group. We say that G is virtually nilpotent if G contains some
finite-index subgroup which is nilpotent.
Theorem 2.11. (Margulis’ Lemma) [21, Adapted from Theorem D.1.1] There exists a constant ǫ
such that for any properly discontinuous subgroup Γ < Isom(H3 ) and any x ∈ H3 , the group Γǫ
generated by the set Fǫ (x) = {γ ∈ Γ : d(x, γ(x)) ≤ ǫ} is virtually nilpotent.
Remark. Adapted from [21] Let M be a Riemannian manifold. If σ is a piecewise differentiable path in M , we use ℓ(σ) to mean its length. For ǫ > 0 we set M(0,ǫ] = {x ∈ M : ∃hσi ∈
π1 (M, x)\{1}, ℓ(σ) ≤ ǫ} and M[ǫ,∞] = {x ∈ M : ∀hσi ∈ π1 (M, x)\{1}, ℓ(σ) ≥ ǫ}.
Margulis’ Lemma can be heuristically expressed in the following way: there exists a manifoldindependent constant ǫ3 such that if M is a complete oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold and x ∈ M ,
the subgroup of π1 (M, x) generated by ǫ3 -short loops at x is “not very complicated”. This implies,
more geometrically, that the ǫ3 -thin part of M is similarly “not very complicated”.
Proposition 2.12. [21, Proposition D.3.12, paraphrasing] All orientable finite-volume hyperbolic 3manifolds can be decomposed into a thick part, which is compact, and a thin part, which is composed
of both cusps each of which is isotopic to T2 × R+ with a distorted product metric, Euclidean in
the first factor and exponentially decreasing in the second factor, and Margulis tubes, which are
bounded neighborhoods of closed geodesics which are homeomorphic to the product of the geodesic
with a 2-ball. This is known as the thick-thin decomposition.
Finally, we note that the groups SL(2, C) and P SL(2, C) show up frequently in this thesis.
This is due to the fact that Isom+ (H3 ) ∼
= P SL(2, C): for an orientable finite volume hyperbolic
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3-manifold M , Γ = π1 (M ), we can define M as H3 /Γ, where Γ is a subgroup of Isom+ (H3 ) ∼
=
f = H3 , P SL(2, C) itself acts by deck transformations on M . What is
P SL(2, C), so that since M
more, the inclusion representation ρ : Γ → P SL(2, C) lifts to a representation ρb : Γ → SL(2, C);
for more on this, refer to MacLachan and Reid in [14] on page 111-112.

2.2

Representation Theory

Definition 2.13. Let Γ be a discrete subgroup of SL(2, C). The trace field of Γ, T F (Γ), is the
field generated by all traces of all elements of Γ, which can also be written equivalently as Q(tr Γ).
We’ll write Q(tr Γ) in the few cases that we want to emphasize the trace field’s nature as a
number field, and T F (Γ) otherwise.
Theorem 2.14. [14, Theorem 3.1.2] Let M be a finite-volume orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold, so
that Γ = π1 (M ) is Kleinian. Then Q(tr Γ) is a finite-degree extension.
Definition 2.15. The degree of the trace field is the degree of the extension of T F (Γ) over Q.
Proposition 2.16. [6, Proposition 1.5.2] Let Π be a finitely generated group, and let ρ, σ be representations of Π into SL(2, C) with corresponding characters χρ , χσ . Let χρ = χσ , and assume ρ
is an irreducible representation. Then ρ, σ are conjugate.
Remark. We note that since traces (and thus characters) are invariant under conjugation, it
suffices to consider the trace field of any choice of character within each conjugacy class. A natural
way to think about the image of the character is therefore to look at its trace field, and the degree
of the trace field over Q is one of several natural measures of complexity.
Next, we define notation to be used for the sake of clarity and concision for the rest of the thesis.
Definition 2.17. Let G be a group, k a field, and H a matrix group over k. Let HomIrr (G, H) be
the set of irreducible representations of G in H. We define
χIk (Γ) := HomIrr (Γ, SL(2, k))/ ∼,
where ∼ denotes the conjugacy relation. In particular,
χIC (Γ) := HomIrr (Γ, SL(2, C))/ ∼,
χFI p (Γ) := HomIrr (Γ, SL(2, Fp ))/ ∼ .
This last we write as χIp (Γ) for the sake of further concision.
Remark. Theorem 2.16 gives us a bijection between the set of irreducible characters, and the set of
irreducible representations up to conjugacy. Accordingly, we call χIC (Γ) the C-character variety of
Γ. We note that character varieties truly are (reducible) varieties in their own right - for a detailed
treatment, see [6] and [13].
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2.3

The Sky Road and Contrapositive

An important finiteness result for my thesis comes from Culler and Shalen. For clarity, I cite the
result as stated in Reid and Wang [25, Lemma 2.2]. I have taken to calling the chain of results
leading to it the “Sky Road”, because when I first finally put the results together all in one place
after poring over the half a dozen or so papers cited here, its trail from geometric topology through
representation theory, algebraic geometry, and Bass-Serre theory, and back again to geometric
topology, seemed almost magical to me. The pair of connected results at the end of the section are
so vital to understanding my work that I have chosen to put a proof sketch of a weaker but more
legible result here.
Let M be an orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold with Γ = π1 (M ), and suppose that Γ has an affine
algebraic curve C comprised of characters of representations ρ : Γ → SL(2, C). Then we can
complete that curve with ideal points of the variety by projectivizing. Next, given the ideal points
of any variety, we can look at the localization of the rational function field to an ideal point, which
will be a discrete valuation ring, and this gives us a valuation v on Γ itself. With a valuation v
on a group Γ, we can construct a tree Tv which depends on Γ, v in a natural way, and given that
valuation tree, there exists a natural action Γ y Tv which lacks property FA, that is, it is free,
lacks global fixed point, and without edge inversions. We can then take that action and quotient
Tv out by it, and get Tv /Γ as a graph of groups. Pulling this back to M , the preimage of the edge
midpoint gives us a locally-separating surface of M , which means that M is Haken - for further
details see Shalen [29, Subsection 2.4].
There are a few subtleties here. First, we credit the path from curves of representations to valuation
trees to the work of Culler and Shalen in [6], and the remaining part dealing with edge midpoint
preimages and incompressible surfaces to Stallings in [30].
Corollary 2.17.1. [6, Corollary 1.4.5] χIC (Γ) is a closed algebraic set.
In [6], Culler and Shalen lay out the first half of the Sky Road in Section 1.3, moving from a
curve of representations of a group Γ = π1 (M ), for M a finite volume hyperbolic Haken 3-manifold,
to the ideal point of the curve. Finally, they show in Theorem 2.2.1 that the localization of the
rational function field on the curve to an ideal point yields a discrete valuation ring, which gives us
a valuation on Γ itself.
Theorem 2.18. [6, Theorem 2.2.1] Let C be a curve contained in χIC (Γ). Then to each ideal point
e we can associate a nontrivial splitting of Γ.
x
e of C

On the other hand it is from Stallings’s work in [30] and Shalen’s additional explanation in
[29] that we get the rest of the Sky Road. Shalen spends Section 2 (by way of Bass-Serre theory)
giving us a natural way to turn the valuation from the previous paper into a tree that Γ acts on
in a natural way freely, without global fixed point, and without edge inversions, and in particular
in Subsection 2.4 he shows how preimages of edge midpoints yield pre-incompressible surfaces;
that is, the preimage of any given edge midpoint is either incompressible or can be homotoped into
incompressibility, since by the fact that we have a nontrivial action, at some point, whether through
careful choice of midpoint or repeated homotopy and compression, we must finally find the bottom
of the Haken hierarchy in a disjoint union of 3-balls.
Fortunately for my work, we can take the contrapositive of every single one of these inferential steps.
Let N be an orientable non-Haken hyperbolic 3-manifold with ∆ = π1 (N ). Since N is non-Haken,
it has no incompressible locally-separating surfaces, so that the preimage under the quotient map
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by ∆ of any edge midpoint is always entirely compressible, and also that we can’t generate a helpful
graph of groups. Lacking that, we know that ∆ has property FA, and in particular, the valuation
tree Tv doesn’t exist, and thus neither does the valuation v. This means in turn that we have
no ideal points to find, so that there exists no curve C of representations ρ : ∆ → SL(2, C) to
complete, so that the set of representations up to conjugacy must in fact be of dimension 0. Since
the set of representations is an algebraic variety of dimension 0, it must in fact be finite.
Summarizing the above discussion, we deduce the following result:
Theorem 2.19. [25, Lemma 2.2]
Let M be a non-Haken 3-manifold of finite volume, with Γ = π1 (M ). Then |χIC (Γ)| is finite and Γ
has finitely many representations into SL(2, C) up to conjugacy.

2.4

Profinite Groups

We now introduce the other aspect of geometric group theory that we make use of in this thesis.
For a more complete and formal treatment of the elementary characterizing properties of profinite
completions of groups, I recommend reading through [23].
Definition 2.20. Let {Xi }i∈I be a family of sets indexed by a partially-ordered set (I, ≤), and
suppose that for all i ≤ j, i, j ∈ I, there is a function fij : Xj → Xi such that fii is the identity,
and for all i ≤ j ≤ k, fjk ◦ fij =
( fik . The inverse limit of the {Xi } is the) subset of the direct
Y
product of the {Xi } given by X = ~x ∈
Xi : ∀i, j ∈ I, i ≤ j ⇒ ~xi = fij (~xj ) , that is, the entries
i∈I

of ~x are compatible with all connection maps fij . If the
Q Xi are also topological spaces, the inverse
limit inherits its topology from the product topology on Xi , with the restriction that the projection
maps must form commuting triangles as above.
Remark. Any group can be made into a topological group by endowing it with the discrete topology.

Definition 2.21. A profinite group is a topological group isomorphic to some inverse limit of an
inverse system of finite groups with the discrete topology. Equivalently, profinite groups are compact, Hausdorff, totally disconnected topological groups, as per Ribes and Zalesskii in [26, Theorem
1.1.12].
b is that profinite group whose choice
The profinite completion of a group G, which we denote by G,
of finite groups is the set of all G/N , where N ranges over the normal subgroups of G of finite
index, and the homomorphisms are given by the partial ordering of reverse containment of normal
subgroups.
We care about the profinite completion of a residually finite group G primarily because it
packages together all data on maps from G to its quotient groups of finite order.
Lemma 2.22. Let G be a group, and let {Ni }i∈I range over all finite-index normal subgroups of
G, where the indexing set I is partially ordered by reverse set inclusion. Then {G/Ni }i∈I forms an
inverse system.
Proof. We follow Definition 2.20 above. For fij : G/Nj → G/Ni we take the quotient map which
looks, for g ∈ G, like [g]i 7→ [g]j on equivalence classes, which will make the fii be the identity on
G/Ni , and for i ≤ j ≤ k ∈ I, fjk ◦ fij = fik as the composition of straightfoward quotient maps.
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Definition 2.23. Let G be a group. We call G residually finite if for all 1 6= g ∈ G, there exists a
finite group H and a homomorphism φ : G → H such that φ(g) 6= 1.
Remark. We may think of residual finiteness as the capacity for at least one of the finite-index
(normal) subgroups of G to tell an arbitrary g ∈ G\{1} apart from the identity, and we may think
b to be the packaging together of all of this finite-index
of the profinite completion of a group G
information.
b its profinite completion.
Lemma 2.24. [26, Adapted from Lemma 1.1.7] Let G be a group, with G
b g 7→ ([g]i )i∈I be the canonical map sending g to the I-indexed tuple of equivalence
Let ι : G → G,
classes of g under quotienting by the normal subgroups {Ni }i∈I . Then ι has dense image.

The following proposition is well-known: see for example Reid [24, Subsection 2.2] as well as
Ribes and Zalesskii [26, Page 78] .
Proposition 2.25. Given a group G, denote by N (G) the set of all finite-index normal subgroups
of G. Then the following are equivalent:
• G is residually finite;
\
N = {1}; and
•
N ∈N (G)

b is injective.
• The natural homomorphism ι : G → G

Lemma 2.26. [26, Lemma 3.2.1, p79] This canonical map ι satisfies the universal property that
b → H such that
for any profinite group H and group map f : G → H, there exists a unique g : G
g ◦ ι = f.

Lemma 2.27. Let G be finitely generated. Since SL(2, Fp ) is locally finite, for any representation
ρ : G → SL(2, Fp ), im ρ is also finite.
Corollary 2.27.1. Let ρ : G → SL(2, Fp ) be a homomorphism. Then ρ extends uniquely to a map
b → SL(2, Fp ).
ρb : G
b∼
b
Definition 2.28. We say that two groups G, H are profinitely equivalent if G
= H.

Definition 2.29. Let G be a residually finite group. We say that a residually finite group G
b ∼
b we have
is absolutely profinitely rigid if for all residually finite groups H, whenever G
= H,
∼
G = H. We say that a property is absolutely profinitely rigid if any group possessing that property
b∼
c′ .
is profinitely rigid. We call two groups G, G′ absolutely profinitely distinguishable if G
6 G
=

Definition 2.30. Let G be a residually finite group, and S a set of groups. We say that a residually
finite group G is relatively profinitely rigid within S if for all residually finite groups H ∈ S,
b∼
b we have G ∼
whenever G
= H,
= H. We say that a property is relatively profinitely rigid within S if
any group in S possessing that property is relatively profinitely rigid within S. We call two groups
b∼
c′ .
G, G′ relatively profinitely distinguishable if G, G′ ∈ S and G
6 G
=
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Remark. The central focus of this paper is the profinite distinguishability of 3-manifold groups. In
the above definitions, we say that the rigidity or distinguishability is absolute if we consider them in
the general case, allowing H to range over all residually finite groups, and we say that the rigidity
or distinguishability is relative to a specific family if we restrict our attention to a specific family
of groups. In that case, we call the set of all groups profinitely equivalent to some group G within
that family the genus of G in that family.2
In this paper, we restrict our attention to relative profinite rigidity within the category of 3-manifold
groups.

3

Motivating Questions

At this point, we can understand a few of the motivating open questions in geometric group theory.
The questions here, which are foundational to the subfield, are adapted from Reid [24, Section 4].
Question. Is F2 , the free group on two generators, absolutely profinitely rigid? In which families
of groups is it relatively profinitely rigid?
Question. Let S be the set of 3-manifold groups. Which 3-manifold groups are relatively profinitely
rigid within S?
Question. Let Sn be the set of fundamental groups of hyperbolic n-manifolds. Which fundamental
groups of hyperbolic n-manifolds are relatively profinitely rigid within Sn ?
Question. Let M be a complete orientable finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold. When is π1 (M ) absolutely profinitely rigid? When is π1 (M ) relatively profinitely rigid when S is the set of fundamental
groups of hyperbolic 3-manifolds?
To answer these and other questions, new techniques will be required.

4

Model Theory And Its Uses

What could model theory be doing in a paper on geometric group theory and representation theory?
Well, we use it as a means to prove the following theorem, whose proof can be found in Section 5.1:
Theorem 4.1. Suppose |χIC (Γ)| = n. Then for cofinitely many p, |χIp (Γ)| = n as well.
Where model theory comes in is its ability to permit us to pass back and forth a given statement
about C and the same single statement about Fp for cofinitely many primes p - this is an example
of a transfer principle. For early examples of this, see Lefschetz [11], Weil [32], or Seidenberg [28];
for their context in a more general logical framework, see Ax [2] in his proof of the Ax-Grothendieck
Theorem, Barwise and Eklof [3], or Robinson and Tarski [27]; and for the earliest modern form of
the principle as used here, see Chapter 2 of Cherlin [5].
In any case, if for whatever reason you want to blackbox this, you can simply use the above Theorem
4.1. Otherwise, however, we first need a few closely related definitions and a pair of results from
model theory, which we’ll detail later on in Section 5.1; for a background reference not only for the
model-theoretic techniques I use here but also introductory model theory as a whole, refer to [18].
2 The terminology here is not accidental, but borrowed from taxonomy, where family, genus, and species represent
increasing levels of specificity of organism.
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Definition 4.2. The first-order theory of fields has signature given by the constants 0, 1, and
the binary functions +, ×. It has the axioms that addition makes the set into an abelian group,
multiplication is associative, commutative, and distributive with identity 1, ¬0 = 1, and removing
0 makes the set into an abelian group under multiplication.
Definition 4.3. The first-order theory of algebraically closed fields, ACF , extends the first-order
theory of fields by appending countably many axioms, one for each natural number, each of the form
that every nontrivial polynomial of degree n has at least one root.
Definition 4.4. The first-order theory of algebraically closed fields of characteristic p, ACFp ,
p copies of 1

z
}|
{
extends ACF by appending the additional axiom that 1 + 1 + · · · + 1 = 0.

Definition 4.5. The first-order theory of algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0, ACF0 ,
extends ACF by appending countably many axioms, one for each prime p, each of the form that
p copies of 1

z
}|
{
¬ 1 + 1 + · · · + 1 = 0.

5
5.1

Main Result
More Model Theory

With the preliminaries well in hand, we can begin to discuss the specific way I apply tools from
model theory to the study of profinite rigidity.
Lemma 5.1. [18, Corollary 1.2]
Let ACF0 be the first-order theory of algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0, and for rational
prime p, let ACFp be the first-order theory of algebraically complete fields of characteristic p. Let
Σ be an L1 -sentence. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) ACF0 |= Σ;
(ii) ACFp |= Σ for cofinitely many choices of p;
(iii) ACFp |= Σ for infinitely many choices of p; and
(iv) C |= Σ.
Lemma 5.2. Let S(k) be a first-order statement in the theory of a field k. Then S(Fp ) holds for
infinitely (in fact, cofinitely) many choices of p if and only if S(C) holds.
Proof. Assume that S(C) holds. By Lemma 5.1, this means that ACF0 |= S, and thus also that
ACFp |= S for cofinitely many p, that is, S(Fp ) holds for those p. On the other hand, assume that
S(C) does not hold. Then by Lemma 5.1 again we must have ACF0 |= ¬S, and thus also that
ACFp |= ¬S for cofinitely many p, that is, S(Fp ) does not hold for those p.
Whenever we want to leave the decision of which field we’re working over until later, we will
just write ACF . Fixing k to be some arbitrary algebraically closed field3 , we start by looking at
how we can use ACF to talk about matrices in SL(2, k). Let x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 be variables in ACF .
Then we define the predicate
M (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )
3 This still works for k an arbitrary ring instead, but in that case, many of the properties below might be much
weaker or have otherwise misleading names.
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to be
x1 · x4 − x2 · x3 = 1.
The attentive reader may notice that this is exactly the defining relation for the determinant
of a matrix in M(2, k) to be 1 in terms of its elements. More subtly, and perhaps more powerfully,
one may note a tactic that will be used throughout this section: namely, that we will make our
predicates complex and full of equations, so that they can do the heavy lifting that a mere abstract
tuple cannot do. More simply, though, we bundle 4-tuples of variables that satisfy M and notate
them as matrices A ∈ SL(2, C) unless we really do need access to the entries.
To write that a given matrix is the identity is actually even easier. We define the predicate
Id(x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 )
to be
x1 = 1 ∧ x2 = 0 ∧ x3 = 0 ∧ x4 = 1.
We can also just write Id(A), when we have a 4-tuple as mentioned above.
Before we can look at how to extend our method for talking about matrices of SL(2, k) in ACF
to a method for talking about representations Γ → SL(2, k), we are going to need to be able to write
predicates that verify that each relation of Γ is satisfied. Consider how, for some finitely presented
group
Γ = hL|Ri,
one might describe a new representation ρ : Γ → SL(2, k). It suffices to specify what the map
does to a given choice of generators of G, (li ) 7→ ρ(li ). It is worth noting that this gives us
a natural map Hom(Γ, SL(2, k)) → k 4l determined by which element of SL(2, k) that particular
ρ ∈ Hom(Γ, SL(2, k)) sends the ordered l-tuple of generators of Γ to, interpreted by reading off
the matrix entries. This is certainly injective - different elements of Hom(Γ, SL(2, k)) send at least
one generator of Γ to different matrices. What [6] gives us is the conceptualization of the image
as also some vanishing set VΓ (k), and then additionally that using the next few results (when we
have proven them) that we can also can recognize which points of k 4l are in VΓ (k) and are thus
true representations by understanding VΓ (k) as the vanishing set of the polynomial relations in R,
along with the polynomials ensuring that the generators map to elements of SL(2, k). But to make
use of all thus, we have to tackle the challenge of how to communicate all of the machinery used
here in ACF first. Bringing this to ACF , let (Ai ) := A1 , · · · , Al be 4-tuples such that
l
^

M (Ai ).

i=1

That is, the vector in k 4l can be thought of more helpfully as a l-tuple of 4-tuples, each of which
~ A couple of lemmata on
we conceptualize as a matrix. As such, we write the l-tuple (Ai )li=1 as A.
the relation between the entries of matrices and those of their products and inverses mean we can
use T to talk about the satisfaction of relations:
Lemma 5.3. Let A, B ∈ SL(2, k). Then the entries of AB, A−1 are polynomial in the entries of
A, B.
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Corollary 5.3.1. Let F hLi be the set of freely reduced words on some finite set of letters and their
inverses, l = |L|, r ∈ F hLi. Let fr : k 4l → k 4 be the map treating successive 4-tuples of the argument
as matrix elements of a generating set, interpreting concatenation as matrix multiplication, and
inverses of letters as inverses of generators, to take r to its image under this choice of assignment.
Then for all ~z ∈ k 4l , fr (~z) is polynomial in the zi .
In particular, we use this in the case where the zi represent elements of SL(2, C).
Now that we have ensured that nothing goes horribly wrong when we talk about matrix inversions,
matrix products, and free reduction in SL(2, k), we can now figure out how to use ACF to write
that a relationship r ∈ R is satisfied by some l-tuple of matrices. For r ∈ R, we define the predicate
~
SATr (A)
to be

~
Id(fr (A)).

That is, the fr map reads off the word r and takes the l-tuple it spells out from the Ai , to the
identity, as is required by the fact that the r ∈ R are the relations of G.
Perhaps the most important immediate idea of this section is that we can use these previous
predicates to write a statement in first-order logic that says whether or not a given 4l-tuple is a
representation of G into SL(2, k). In particular, we define
~
REPG (A)
to be

l
^

i=1

!

M (Ai )

^

∧

r∈R

!
~
SATr (A) ,

where the G subscript reminds us that we started by fixing G and a presentation for G once and
for all. Half-translating towards prose, this says that a 4l-tuple A corresponds to a representation
of G if all l of the 4-tuples are matrices of SL(2, k), and that all of the relations r ∈ R of G are
satisfied. Later on we use this for discrete finite-covolume subgroups of SL(2, C), designated by
capital Greek letters such as Γ.
Proposition 5.4. [6, Corollary to Proposition 1.4.1]
~ | REPΓ (A)}
~ =
Let Γ be a finitely presented group, with finite presentation Γ = hL|Ri, and let VΓ (k) = {A
4l
l
~
~
{A | V (fr (A) − I2 ), M (Ai )i=1 } ⊆ k . Then the map ΦΓ : VΓ → Hom(Γ, SL(2, k)) taking points in
VΓ to the representations that they determine is well-defined and is a bijection.
Remark. The Hilbert Basis Theorem permits us to assume finite generation without loss of generality, rather than the stronger condition of finite presentation, and, in proofs, to pass to the case
of finite presentation rather than finite generation.
Proof. We start by noting that the first part of REPΓ uses the M predicate to check that the
~ as a 4l-tuple v,
4l-tuple genuinely is an l-tuple of matrices in SL(2, k). Thinking once more of A
this defines a map ψv : L → SL(2, k), ai 7→ Ai . Then by the universal property of free groups, this
extends to a map ψ̌v : F (L) → SL(2, k) under multiplication and inverses (see the diagram below).
Subsequently, the second part of REPΓ uses each SAT (r) to check that each relation of Γ is
satisfied, and by the universal property of groups defined by presentations, this uniquely determines
a representation ρv : Γ → SL(2, k). But then that means that ΦΓ (v) = ρv .
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ψv

LΓ

F (LΓ )

ψˇv

Γ

ρv

SL(2, k)
Remark. After [6], we call VΓ (k) the SL(2, k)-representation variety of Γ.
Now that we have established that we can talk about whether a given 4l-tuple corresponds to a
representation of G, we can talk about whether that representation is irreducible. As it turns out,
though, it is much easier to start with reducibility. We recall that a representation into SL(2, k) is
reducible if the action by all of the images of the generators on k 2 fix some line through the origin:
more formally, for some generator-dependent λ ∈ k,

 


λv1
a b
v1
,
=
λv2
v2
c d


a b
where
ranges over the images of all generators of Γ. We can therefore define the
c d
predicate
~
RED(A)
to be
~ ∧ ∃a ∃b
REPG (A)

n
^

∃λi : ((a, b) 6= (0, 0)) ∧ Ai · ha, bi = λi ha, bi,

i=1

where we treat ha, bi as a column vector, and matrix and scalar multiplication are accordingly
appropriately defined.
~ if and only if Φ(A)
~ is a reducible
Proposition 5.5. For all 4l-tuples (Ai ), ACF |= RED(A)
representation.
We can then talk about irreducibility, defining the predicate
~
IRREP (A)
to be

~ ∧ ¬RED(A).
~
REPG (A)

With a little more work, we can also talk about whether two representations are conjugate. We
recall that two representations ρ, σ : G → SL(2, k) are conjugate if there exists some matrix M such
that for all i, M ρ(xi )M −1 = σ(xi ), where xi is the ith generator of G under some fixed choice of
ordering. We can represent this in model theory by defining the predicate
~ B)
~
CON J(A,
to be



~ ∧ REPG (B)
~ ∧ ∃C : M (C) ∧
REPG (A)
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l
^



(CAj C −1 = Bj ) .

j=1

~ B,
~ ACF |= CON J(A,
~ B)
~ if and only if Φ(A)
~ ∼
Proposition 5.6. For all pairs of 4l-tuples A,
~
~
~
Φ(B), that is, there exists some C ∈ SL(2, k) with τC ◦ Φ(A) = Φ(B), where τC is the inner
automorphism of SL(2, k) that C defines.
The whole point of this section, of course, was to be able to talk about the number of irreducible
representations of a given finitely generated group G into SL(2, k), up to conjugacy. However, this
certainly is not a proper sentence in first-order logic. We might think of the “half-translated”
version of ΣG,n as the following:
There exist n irreducible representations up to conjugacy of G into SL(2, k), they are not
conjugate to each other, and any other irreducible representation of G into SL(2, k) must be
conjugate to one of the n representations previously mentioned.
We now have all the tools we need to write the previously mentioned sentence ΣG,n ; this will be
almost exactly a predicate-by-predicate, symbol-by-symbol calque of what was written above as the
half-translation, making use of the predicates we have constructed here. We write the first-order
sentence ΣG,n as




n
n
n
^
_
^


~ A
~ (j) ) .
~ (j) : IRREP (A
~ (j) )∧
~ (j) , A
~ (j ′ ) )∧ ∀B
~ : IRREP (B)
~ ⇒
CON J(B,
∃A
¬CON J(A


j=1

j=1

j,j ′ =1
j6=j ′

Theorem 5.7. Let G be a finitely generated group. Then there exists a sentence ΣG,n in ACF
such that for all algebraically closed fields k, ΣG,n (k) is true if and only if |χk (G)| = n.

Proof. (⇐) Suppose that |χIC (G)| = n. Then by completeness of first-order logic, to verify that
there exists a sentence ΣG,n in ACF such that ACF |= ΣG,n , it suffices to carefully step through
the sentence itself to verify its meaning. We cut the sentence ΣG,n into three parts along the two
conjunctions. The first clause asserts that there exists some family of n tuples of appropriate length
~ (i) }n , each of which is an irreducible representation in itself. The second clause asserts that
{A
j=1
any distinct pair of those representations is nonconjugate. The final clause asserts that for all tuples
~ of the same length as the A
~ (j) , if B is an irreducible representation, then it must be conjugate
B
(j)
~
to one of the A . Taken in sum, the sentence asserts that |χIC (G)| = n, and since we know it to
be the case, ACF models it.
(⇒) Suppose that there exists a sentence ΣG,n in ACF as constructed above such that ACF |=
ΣG,n . Since from the previous part we know that ΣG,n asserts that |χIC (G)| = n within ACF , by
consistency of first-order logic we know that |χIC (G)| = n.
Since G is merely finitely generated and not finitely presented, we must invoke the Hilbert Basis
Theorem: using it, we have that there exists a finitely presented G̃, η : G̃ → G such that the induced
map η ∗ : χIC (G) → χIC (G̃) is a bijection. This G̃ is generated by any generating set for G, and its
relations are the finitely many relations that correspond to the finitely many equations that the
Hilbert Basis Theorem gives us. Then the sentence ΣG̃,n for G̃ also works for G.
Lemma 5.8. Let G be a finitely generated subgroup of SL(2, Fp ). Then |G| is finite.
Proof. To see this, we note that some generator will have an entry belonging to the largest Fpk
among the set of generators, and neither addition nor matrix multiplication can increase the size;
finally, any given SL(2, Fpk ) is finite.
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose |χIC (Γ)| = n. Then for cofinitely many p, |χIp (Γ)| = n as well.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 5.7; we recall that in particular,
since |χIC (Γ)| = n, |χIp (Γ)| = n for infinitely many p, and thus by Lemma 5.1, for cofinitely many
p.
Remark. This will be the key tool allowing us to pass between representations into SL(2, C), which
we understand well, and SL(2, Fp ), which we prize for its local finiteness. The goal will now be to
use the theory of profinite distinguishability to prove the Main Theorem.

5.2

Constraints on Profinite Completions

Now that we have established that we can pass (almost) freely between representations into SL(2, C)
and into SL(2, Fp ), we can start to get a sense of what this means for the profinite distinguishability
of groups.
b∼
b Suppose that |χI (Γ)| = n
Lemma 5.9. Let Γ, Λ be two finitely generated groups such that Γ
= Λ.
p
for cofinitely many p. Then |χIp (Γ)| = |χIp (Λ)| = n for those p.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram.
Γ
iΓ

b=Λ
b
Γ

SL(2, Fp )

ρ

ρ
b=b
σ

σ

iΛ

Λ

We note that by the universal property of profinite completions, any representation ρ : Γ →
b → SL(2, Fp ) by the local finiteness of
SL(2, Fp ) extends profinitely to a representation ρb : Γ
SL(2, Fp ), as in Lemma 5.8. We may note that by the commutativity of the diagram, any repb and a repreresentation from χIp (Γ) must factor as a composition of the canonical injection into Γ
I b
I
I b
sentation from χp (Γ), so that |χp (Γ)| = |χp (Γ)|. Looking at the other half of the diagram, we note
b = Λ,
b the same argument applies in reverse: compositions of the canonical injection of
that since Γ
b
b
b must yield all of χI (Λ), so that |χI (Λ)| = |χI (Λ)|.
Λ into Λ with representations from χIp (Λ)
p
p
p
b ∼
b and |χI (Γ)| = n for some
Theorem 5.10. Let Γ, Λ be two finitely generated groups with Γ
=Λ
C
I
I
n ∈ N. Then |χC (Λ)| = |χC (Γ)| = n.

Proof. Since |χIC (Γ)| = n, by Lemma 5.2 and the statement of ΣΓ,n , we know that |χIp (Γ)| = n for
cofinitely many p. By profinite equivalence and Lemma 5.9, we know that |χIp (Λ)| = |χIp (Γ)| = n.
Finally, by another application of Lemma 5.2 and the statement of ΣΛ,n , |χIC (Λ)| = n.
Theorem 5.11. Let Γ = π1 (M ), where M is a compact hyperbolic 3-manifold. If deg(T F (Γ)) ≥ d
for some d ∈ N, then |χIC (Γ)| ≥ d.
Proof. Let Γ be the fundamental group of a finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold, and let k = T F (Γ)
be its trace field. Let {σi } : k ֒→ C be a family of distinct embeddings, and let θ : Γ ֒→ SL(2, k)
be the map realizing elements of Γ as matrices. Let σbi : SL(2, k) ֒→ SL(2, C) be the map by
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interpretation of matrix entries induced by the {σi }. Then the result will follow if ρi = σbi ◦ θ is a
representation ρi : Γ → SL(2, C), and if for i 6= j, ρi , ρj are nonconjugate.
To see this, recall that k is a number field by [14, Theorem 3.1.2]. Denote its degree over Q as
d = deg(k), so that {σi }di=1 : k ֒→ C are its d-many embeddings. Then since the maps {σi } : k → C
are all different, and are all embeddings, they cannot agree on every γ ∈ Γ: there must exist some
γ ∈ Γ such that σbi ◦ θ(γ) 6= σbj ◦ θ(γ).
But then given that ρi = σbi ◦θ, ρj = σbj ◦θ, for tr : SL(2, C) → C the trace map, tr◦ρi (γ) 6= tr◦ρj (γ).
Thus γ represents a witnessing element of Γ on which the representations ρi , ρj have different traces,
which by Proposition 2.16 tells us that the two representations cannot be conjugate.
Having shown that profinite equivalence means that the number of representations up to conjugacy into SL(2, k) (if finite) are the same between the profinitely equivalent groups, the goal is
now to attack the main theorem.

6

Main Theorem

We need one last result from Long and Reid in [13].
Theorem 6.1. [13, Theorem 3.2]
Let M be an orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold of finite volume, and d ∈ N. Then there are finitely
many pairs (m, n) such that tr(ρ(π1 (Mm/n )) ∈ k where deg(k/Q) ≤ d as an extension.
Theorem A. Let Γ be any finitely generated residually finite group with |χIC (Γ)| < ∞, and let M
be an oriented finite-volume hyperbolic 3-manifold with a single cusp. Then for hyperbolic Dehn
fillings with all but finitely many choices of surgery coefficient Mm/n with Λ = π1 (Mm/n ), we get
b∼
b
that Γ
6 Λ.
=

b By
b only for finitely many Λ; we thus assume that Γ
b ∼
b ∼
Proof. It suffices to show that Γ
= Λ.
=Λ
I
I
b
b
assumption, |χC (Γ)| < ∞; let |χC (Γ)| = d. However, by Lemma 5.10, we know that since Γ ∼
= Λ,
I
I
|χC (Γ)| = |χC (Λ)|. Now, by Theorem 6.1, we know that there are at most finitely many choices of
surgery coefficient resulting in a manifold with degree of trace field of fundamental group with at
most a given degree d + 1, and by Theorem 5.11, we know that if deg(T F (Λ)) > d, then |χIC (Λ)| > d
as well, so that it is exactly these finitely many choices of surgery coefficient where it is even possible
for us to have |χIC (Λ)| = d. Finally, by Proposition 2.16, we know that it suffices to check on the
level of traces, since irreducible representations with the same trace are conjugate.
The above result thus lends itself to the following more geometrically focused corollary:
Corollary 6.1.1. Let M be a one-cusped, finite-volume, hyperbolic 3-manifold. Suppose Mm/n is
a hyperbolic Dehn filling of M with surgery coefficients m/n and with finite character variety (for
instance, a non-Haken such filling), and let Γ = π1 (Mm/n ). Then for hyperbolic Dehn fillings with
all but finitely many other choices of surgery coefficient Mm′ /n′ with Λ = π1 (Mm′ /n′ ), we get that
b 6∼
b
Γ
= Λ.

Proof. We may start by passing without loss of generality to the case where Mm′ /n′ has hyperbolic
structure, thanks to Theorems A and 8.4 from [33]. By assumption, |χIC (Γ)| < ∞, so that Theorem
A applies.
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Remark. Liu in [12] proves a more general version of this result using completely different methods.
We can extend this to the question that actually motivated this entire line of inquiry with a
little help from [8]:
Definition 6.2. A knot K is small if its complement S 3 \K contains no closed incompressible
surface.
Theorem 6.3. [8, Unnumbered Theorem from p. 373-374]
Let K be a small knot. Then all but finitely many of its Dehn fillings Mm/n = {S 3 \K}m/n are
non-Haken.
This allows us to narrow in on the trailhead for this line of thought: that we can use all of this
to say something interesting about hyperbolic Dehn fillings of small knots.
Corollary 6.3.1. Let K be a small knot such that S 3 \K = M is a one-cusped, finite-volume,
hyperbolic 3-manifold. Let Γ = π1 (Mm/n ) be the fundamental group of a non-Haken hyperbolic
Dehn filling of M with surgery coefficients m/n. Then for Dehn fillings with all but finitely many
b 6∼
b
other choices of surgery coefficient Mm′ /n′ with Λ = π1 (Mm′ /n′ ), we get that Γ
= Λ.
Proof. This follows from Theorems A and 6.3, given the fact that knot complements have infinite
cyclic first homology and thus that fillings whose slopes have different numerators have different
first homology, which profinite completion detects.

7

Future Work

My existing research has led me to a natural conjecture:
Conjecture. In the main theorem above, we can drop the assumption that the character variety is
finite, and consequently the implicit assumption that Mm/n is non-Haken.
I propose to show this by working in Qp , figuring out a way to isolate zero-dimensional components of the character variety, showing that these are still isolated points, and showing that
the number of these still increases without bound as the denominator of the surgery coefficient
increases. I am currently in the middle of working on this, and I anticipate that further use of
the kinds of model-theoretic tools I have already developed should help, as well as more classically algebrogeometric techniques. Further development along this line of inquiry would mean a
deeper understanding of the nature of profinite flexibility of 3-manifold groups, and possibly represent progress towards the discovery of a combined geometric/model-theoretic approach to open
questions about absolute profinite rigidity. Although the work of Bridson et al [4] provides finitely
many carefully-constructed examples of absolutely profinitely rigid groups, current approaches lack
a means of generating infinite families of such groups. As-yet underdeveloped techniques grounded
in model theory have shown promise in attacking that question.
In a similar vein, I have made a few conjectures and posed a few organizing questions regarding
the future possibilities of my work.
b
Conjecture. It is possible to recover the character variety χIC (Γ) from the profinite completion Γ.
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Conjecture. It is possible to detect and count the 0-dimensional components of the character
b
variety χIC (Γ) from the profinite completion Γ.

Question. Can the positive-dimensional components of the character variety also be detected and
counted all together? Can they then be separated by dimension?
Conjecture. It is possible, through the use of model theoretic techniques, to construct infinite
families of absolutely profinitely rigid groups.
Notably for this last conjecture, my work thus far has only used the most basic of model-theoretic
tricks and my own extensions of those initial tricks, and has been the first to combine these two
perspectives; I plan to investigate whether further and more powerful model-theoretic tools might
be waiting to be applied to geometric group theory.
Nonetheless, even very simple questions of absolute profinite ridigity remain. For instance, given
some arbitrary 3-manifold group, it is in general an open question as to whether it is absolutely
profinitely rigid. Additionally, as in Noskov, Remeslennikov, and Roman’kov in [20], it is a longstanding and foundational open question whether there exists any residually finite group profinitely
equivalent to the free group on two generators F2 .
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